Speaking of such, I am very full of it. Having just arrived from the dinner table on which we, as fast as meal cooked a duck, or it is given up to sit upon before it was cooked, I ordered a pair of Hanley since you left, which I find put them in the bill at $1.50. I had bought one pair for $1.50 and another of $1.80 either of which was as good as this, as I informed them the sand there must be some mistake. The world correct. Presently I was in Fulton Market by the way of dinner and I left me saddles shock on the road. After I had got these, I returned around and presently found some nice ducks. I asked the price: 10 at a pound; so, I bought two pairs; but they came to $1.50, so I had it much comes to 20 cents. I bought the pair home and am full of a continuous part of half an hour and dinner other things. The I note in a very good condition for writing, but I thought I have a little started this. I waited on this afternoon in the town, just to show you what might be done, if one would try.
12th. This is the last week night. This week most unexpectedly, I can assure you, I was surprised and grieved to hear of Granville's death. Your most mention of his former illness, not having prepared me for this. He was a true man, and a steadfast friend. Now very many sterling characters. If we go back to Cape, I shall miss them very much. While waiting for a Brooklyn paper to day, I learned that Mr. Judson is dead. When he did I do not know. I got the news from a publication in reference to a notice about his successor. A part of his congregation appears to prefer a minister less solemn than he was. — I left, on every hand. — The High Priests are not to be changed; but you can dispose of that work as soon as you please. — Everybody in the first sun photography gateway in one grand group about 13 at 13 in the front. Now when the negative day the pictures will be my goods. By the way, was you there when the Court Marshal was taken. The artist got a very good picture, one of which I have ordered two copies. — It was probably
I got well before she can go at all. — I think she'd improve if she spied on some schools, and only tolerate good, so her ambition would be excited, & she would try to learn as fast as any boy. — I have not died that prominent letter from Robert, what is the matter with him? Has he lost all traces of tobacco from his composition? I think, I should have to write to know in a few days, in their self-defense, — Has the community become calm, on the killing of the editor of the Empire? What does your Uncle John say about it. I suppose Brown will not be tried until Van Campen returns from Washington, so he will want a chance to pitch into Brown & I have no doubt he will
That above their power than she has since old John Brown is supposed to be marching on. — So the Carnigheds haven't called to see you, what a pity! By the way, look through my library and see if Newton's Chief Years in the Senate is there; if not, lend me to Sam Carnighed and get it. He borrowed it its full price run on the same ticket, but never sent it home. I don't want to lose the book if I keep my library together. I would like to have it to sell with the others. — Then are your old English books, Prymnes and so for instance, which I would like to have put under my care of accidents, so that my boys might return them. I don't think there is any great harm assistant surgeons to another part, 1770 is greatly damaged.